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CROSSTREK IMAGE AND RECORDING RELEASE FORM – 2012  (IR1)    

 

Release for use of Images or Recordings  

 
1. Consent 

 I give consent for CrossTrek- Valuing Communities & the Environment to make, use and /or retain 
an image or recording as detailed below that may identify me or my child. 

 I allow my child’s name to be used in association with the use of images or recordings. 

 I understand that I can withdraw or modify my consent at any time in writing to: 
Ross Harrold 
CrossTrek 
34 Sorrensen Street 
Maryborough QLD 4650 
 

2. Conditions/Limitations 
My consent is subject to the following limitations 

 None 

 Cultural considerations, please specify: _____________________________ 

 Other restrictions/conditions, please specify: 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 

3. Undertakings 
Subject to any conditions/limitations in Clause 2, I understand that by giving consent, CrossTrek can use 
the image or recording to promote CrossTrek activities.  CrossTrek may reproduce the image or recording 
in any form, in whole or in part, and distribute the works by any medium including the internet, CD/DVD or 
other multimedia or social networking site. 
 
I understand that CrossTrek 

 Will not pay me for giving this consent or for the use of my image or recording. 

 May keep the image or recording on record until I revoke my consent. 

 Will return or destroy images or recordings if I withdraw this consent, with the exception of those 
already published. 

 May use the image or recording in the future unless I specify limitations for its use. 
 

4. Participants details 
For the purpose of this consent form, the person whose image or recording is used is known as “the 
participant”. 
 
Full name of participant: __________________________________________ 

Date of Birth: ____________________  Phone:________________________ 

Email: ____________________________________________________________ 

Address: __________________________________________________________ 

Full name of guardian (if consenting for a minor or a person with a decision making 

disability)__________________________________________________ 

Address of guardian: ______________________________________________ 

 
 
PARTICIPANT SIGNATURE:___________________________     DATE: ____________________ 
 

 GUARDIAN SIGNATURE: ______________________________   DATE _____________________ 
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